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i have windows10 on my surface pro 3, and while i like the tablets hardware, the os is terrible to use
and incredibly ugly. windows 10 is as ugly as a windows 3.1. 3 bland colours like you forgot to set up
proper drivers and windows use default 16-colour drivers like back in the win95 days. nah, thanks.
aero is running super performant [because poster n brown said its ressource hogging. what the heck
our green it thin clients with 1 ghz singlecore and no dedicated graphics hardware manage it, and
you say in the year 2015 this is ressource hogging]. what would move me. a killer feature in 10, but
its not going to happen, were months away from release. were receiving a modest service pack like
xp sp2 where we got the security center. i digress, i would kill to have onedrive that has the ability to
sync to multiple accounts. a startmenu thats more like windows7/classicshell when im on a desktop,
but hybrid when i have a tablet so i can choose to use metro if i need it. a leap forward in remote
desk and remote app capability. killer file sync and cloud backup features with read/write/deny
sharing capabilities no matter what folder/file i am accessing. my office app-office365/2013 is
visually unappealing and should be more like 2010 or a redesign without the white/grey/dark themes
and i want my reply email to open in a new window not be mollusked to an outlook theme that has
extremely well camouflaged columns. i cant see the damn column im looking at (rant over). basic
intuitive performance respecting interfaces are key. i want less clicks with configurable menus that
give me options that improve my visual experience.
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